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Software-defined WAN
with Mission Control Security Services

WAN with a future − secure, flexible, reliable and cost efficient.
Modern business networks that are based on SDN technology form a secure, reliable and extendable foundation for the implementation of strategic IT projects, such as digitalization, Industry 4.0, Digital Workspace and Internet of Things. These types of networks particularly facilitate automated dynamic routing of business-critical application data over a combination of diverse technologies in the WAN. The result is the guaranteed high
availability and performance of business-critical applications in the cloud, at a data center or on your premises at a lower cost.
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SD-WAN solutions standardize and simplify
the usage and maintenance of hybrid WANs, in
which diverse technologies are combined with
each other (MPLS, VPN, Internet, GSM).
As a result, non-critical data traffic can be redirected to cheaper internet connections. Then the
cost-intensive MPLS connections can be adjusted to your intrinsic business needs, and hence
costs can be reduced. Additionally, your speed
and flexibility of connecting new locations increases, as well as your business continuity.

Security and operations layer

Application layer

Internet connections facilitate the integration
of different ISPs in various regions depending
on the needs of diverse locations. In this way,
the total network costs are reduced by 20 to
30 percent.

Automate the protection, operations and monitoring of your business-critical applications
and your IT infrastructure by working together
with a 24x7 organization that focuses on security and availability.

Increase the transparency of the applications
and services used by your organization, no
matter whether they are hosted on your premises or in the cloud. Protect, prioritize and control your applications and services according to
their importance for the enterprise.

You can also achieve internet proximity at your
business locations by making local internet
breakouts available to them. Besides a massive
load reduction on the WAN, the latency is also
reduced, which affects the efficiency of the
users in a positive way.

That way you guarantee a rigorous implementation of your security and operations guidelines,
including proactive monitoring, as well as an audit trail that covers several years of transactions.
Meanwhile, a single point of contact reduces
complexity by efficiently managing all your
ISPs and ensuring network performance.

Automatically control the path that your application data takes in the network by using
application-aware routing. It guarantees high
availability and smooth operations, because
business-critical applications and services, such
as SAP, MS Lync or Office 365, always have
enough bandwidth at their disposal.
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